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Reviews of the The Twelve Days of Christmas by Jan Brett
Knights from Bernin
I'm a fan of Jan Brett books; they are unique, wholesome & so beautifully illustrated. I chose this
one to add to my little ones' collection of Christmas books. They open a wrapped book each night of
the Christmas season starting on Dec. 1, and I thought this would be a good one to balance out all
our Christmas Elmo, Veggie Tales & Llama Llama books. It did not disappoint. The pictures are
gorgeous, and the words (just the complete lyrics to the song) helped us teach the song to our 4year-old, who found it hysterical. I wish now that I'd splurged & gotten a hardback. This is one we'll
keep for many years to come.
Velan
This is such a great book! My daughter checked it out from the library and after seeing it, I just had to have it!
One, you can not beat Jan Brett's Illustrations. She is a master of creating beautiful art from a story and also
creating a side story along the page edges. Two, who doesn't love the Twelve Days of Christmas! We also own
another version of the twelve days of christmas called Christmas Song of the North by Marsha Bonicatto. It's a
great story with lovely water color illustrations by another artist. This used copy was in fairly good condtion.
Only the jacket had some minor tears and dirt. the book itself was undamaged. Great book, totally recommend
adding it to your Christmas reading collection!

NiceOne
I love Jan Brett. December is basically Jan Brett month at my house. My 3 year old can sing the
entire 12 days of Christmas now because of Jan Brett. We sang this book together every night from
Thanksgiving to the middle of January and it never got old. This is a beautiful take on a classic carol.
Frlas
It surprised me how much my 18 month old daughter enjoyed this book at Christmastime. She liked
that I sang to her as we read and she liked pointing out all the animals and actions the humans were
doing. She also identified several of the presents under the tree at the end of the story. It seems like
a book she will continue to enjoy for Christmases to come. She wasn't familiar with the song until I
read her this book. Lots of beautiful artwork to look at on every page.
Weiehan
Jan Brett always delivers beautiful books, and this one is one of our favorites. Our granddaughter
loves to read this and sings the words every time she comes for a sleep-over with us. She loves it so
much that we bought her one for a Christmas gift. Jan Brett has illustrated so many beautiful books,
she has blessed our lives with her talent.
Tyler Is Not Here
I love the illustrations. This is going to be one of the books that comes out every December
Chillhunter
This illustrated version of the classic Christmas song is beautiful and enchanting. It lives up to Jan
Brett's reputation of creating intricate stories through pictures.
I like Jan Brett as an author as well as an illustrator. I have read several of her books and have liked
each of them. Her illustrations are fantastic and tell her stories without words. Children to whom I
have read them love the stories and the illustrations and enjoy looking in the margins to see what is
coming up next.
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